Darlina Tsui, HR Manager at Delta Products Corp.
Master of Industrial & Labor Relations, Cornell
Psychology/International Business, National Taiwan University

Solid and diverse HR experiences in high tech, pharmaceutical, and
banking industries.(Philips, TSMC, Wyeth, BMS, DKSH, and
Chinatrust bank)
PMP/Coaching/Chinese Teaching Certificate
Dog Lover

Resume Dos
• Sample resumes for well-designed
What I Do resumes
- Cornell/Stanford Website (career/resume)
• Key
Simple,
well-organized format
Words
• Easy for readers – color, space, consistency
• Numbers
Quantify accomplishments when possible – numbers
• Avoid abbreviations
• Specific
Begin phrases
with action verbs
Skills/Projects
• Review and Review
Differentiation

Cover Letter Dos
•
•
•

No
Stupidity
Executive
summary
Understanding of position/company
Reasons of application

Interview
•
•
•
•
•

Situation
Task

Familiar with your own What
resumesI Do
Study from others’ experiences
Logics
Briefing/Introduction
Rememberable
Practice
and Practice
STAR
– achievement/failure

Interview
Questions/Answers
-STAR
Who are
you?
–
how
others
describe
you?
Strengths?
Describe the situation that you were in or the task that you
Weaknesses?
needed to accomplish. You must describe a specific event or
situation, not a generalized description of what you have done in
the past. Be sure to give enough detail for the interviewer to
Consistency/Alignment/Logics
understand. This situation can be from a previous job, from a
volunteer experience, or any relevant event.

Characteristics – culture fit
Describe the action you took and be sure to keep the focus on you.
Action you took
Even if you are discussing a group project or effort, describe what
“Out ofyou
the
questions
didblue”
-- not the
efforts of the team. Don't tell what you might
do, tell what you did.

Results you
achieved

What happened? How did the event end? What did you
accomplish? What did you learn?

Q&A
 Career development is on your own hands
 Believe what you are capable to do
 Professionalism is the base for everything
 From Technical skills to Influencing skills
 Performance earns respect, even respect from enemies

